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President’s Corner

by Sue Spaid

The last couple months have been exciting ones at NBRAN! We
have great Christmas cards for sale this year. Thank you to the
team of designers and planners. Mark Buckner & Dailing Chen
for their leadership with this project. Thanks also to Lisa &
Robert Giddings, Lisa Rappa, Amber & Maple Coleman, Brittni
Chrisman, and Michael Mulvey for photos, artwork and graphics.
Our beautiful 2020 Calendar is now available as well. Thank you Sandra Toal for all the work you
did to make that happen and thank you to our supporters for sending in your pictures. Our
fundraising team has been doing a bang up job utilizing social media to secure donations and raise
money to help our dogs. Thank you Chris Eddinger, Kim Perez, Erin Werth, and Dailing Chen.
Dave Voeltz has once again put together an amazing annual campaign letter that is proving to be
very effective in raising money.
We have had some real successes with dogs too. We had Buster who came through broken neck
surgery and is doing very well. We had Becca, one of our bonded pair pups in Ontario pull through
some serious issues in relation to her heartworm treatment. There are so many success stories
with our pups, thanks to our fosters, coordinators and volunteers.
This past month we welcomed a new board member to NBRAN as well. Jessica Stevenson from
South Carolina joined the team to help us in the southern states. Check out the meet the directors
section to learn more about Jessica.
NBRAN is a dynamic organization. Do we always get it right? NO.
But we try. We attempt to do what is in the best interest of our
dogs, and no one can fault us for that motive. We need everyone
who plays a part in the organization. Whether it is a big job or a
small job, every bit of help is important. Together, we save dogs,
and that is a good thing.
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Webster’s Secret
When you adopt a dog, you often know very little about their past. Their
behaviours can provide clues, but when you adopt a stray, you can only guess as
to how they ended up where they are today.
In 2013 I adopted 'Webster' from NBRAN. He was a stray pulled from the
Webster City, IA shelter and guessed to be about 2 years old. Over time, I
learned that he is very gun shy. Though many dogs fear all loud noises in
general, he was not afraid of thunder or fireworks....just gun shots, making me
believe that he had a bad hunting experience in his previous life.
Fast forward 6 years and Webster is at the emergency vet due to a food
indiscretion. In order to confirm he was not suffering from gastric torsion, x-rays
were performed. Thankfully the x-rays showed he was suffering from "food
bloat" (when a dog over eats and their stomach fills up with gas and presses on
other organs). This can be a dangerous situation
but fortunately he was able to pass the extra food
with no serious side effect. However, the x-rays
also showed several white dots scattered
throughout his right side, groin and left
shoulder. What were those white dots? Bird
shot....32 pieces in total and still lodged in his skin
from the time before NBRAN took him into
care. They are harmless now and will remain
where they are, but they certainly do help put a
few more pieces of the puzzle together. We will
never know if he was shot intentionally or if someone shot at a bird while he was
too close, but we do know it was a traumatic and
painful experience for Webster that he will never
get over. Today, other than the shrapnel left
behind, he is a healthy, active normal boy who now
only hunts the couch or frogs (which he always
releases unharmed).
Sandra Toal
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Fostering
By Chris Eddinger
As an NBRAN volunteer who tends to wear many "hats" within the organization, the
one "job" I enjoy the most is fostering. Not only does fostering save a dogs life in
some cases, I find that I too often learn so much from those Brits I foster. Many
have told me that they hesitate to foster as they could never let them go to a new
home or it would to difficult to see them go. Well, admittedly that is the toughest part
of the job, however it is also the most rewarding. Seeing them jump into an awaiting
car all excited or delivering them to the waiting arms of their forever family, and they
take that last look back to smile and wag their tag as if to say thank you. The feeling
is indescribable. And just when you think there is nothing more to be learned from a
new foster, you are surprised once again.
You see my family & I have been fostering for about
10 years now, having adopted only 2 of our fosters
up until now. So when the need arose for senior girl
Romie in Ohio needing a foster, we volunteered to
help out. So plans were made to bring Romie down
to PA, little did I know she would be our next 'foster
failure."
The week that Romie arrived it just so happened that
my 15 year old son Kyle was away at camp until the
weekend, which was no big deal until he & Romie finally met. Now remember we as
a family have been fosters for about 10 years and every dog we have fostered
certainly has liked my son and he them, he plays an important role in their care as
well.
The day Kyle and Romie met was like nothing I had seen in any fostering we had
done before. She took to him like she had known him forever. Romie immediately
went from sleeping in our room to sleeping in Kyle's (her
choice). If he left the house she would pout until he came
home. Even now all I need to do is use his name, Kyle, or
say "Your Boy" in any sentence and she will go looking for
him.
So, having this experience we decided to make Romie an
official member of our family and adopted her August 26,
2019.
So you see not only can fostering save a
Brittany in need but sometimes that
Brittany in need can save you as well!
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Charlie Checking In
I just wanted to share our recent story and some pics of Charlie.
We (Rex and Patti Gile) lost our 7 year old Brittany, Woodrow, to cancer in late July 2019.
Because we rescued him and his pal Gus with Lisa Giddings' assistance (PA coordinator filling
in for the VA coordinator at that time) in 2013, we reached out to her with the devastating
news. Despite us not being in her wheel house, Lisa assured me she would locate an NBRAN
dog not yet on the web site and near Gus' age (7). Sure enough, she did. As a result of her
commitment, we were put in touch with Susan Miriovsky Hennis in Illinois. Susan was
fostering Charlie at the time and we talked via phone and Facebook.
Long story short, Susan and Lisa were instrumental in providing us, and Gus, with Charlie in
his forever home in early September Gus and Charlie are inseparable and wrestle like two
little boys during the day and cuddle together at night in front of the woodstove. Thank you
again for what NBRAN does for both the Brittanys and those of us wishing to give them a
safe and happy home. I have included some pics of Charlie and Gus if you wish to publish in
the NBRAN newsletter.
Sincerely,
Rex Gile
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Hamilton
Hamilton, formerly named Jamie, who was found as a stray in Huntington, WV. He was
adopted by one of her adopters in Richmond, VA who could not handle him and returned
him to NBRAN. He was then adopted by the Och’s in 2017 and has been doing well ever
since. Here is their update:
Jamie was adopted December 2017 and our young daughters quickly named him Hamilton.
His middle name, Astaire, comes from his long nails that grow fast and the sounds of him
walking and tap dancing on our floors when he’s excited.
It’s been two years since his adoption, and while this distinguished gentleman may be
getting older and needing a little rest here and there, he is still playfully active.
We recently moved out of Northern VA and now reside river side in Northern Neck, VA.
Hamilton is living his retirement years on our dock and property chasing squirrels and
rolling in the grass (and finding ways to the shallow parts of the river).
Although he still likes to wake up early in the morning, he is still extremely lovable and we
are thankful to have him in our lives for as long as
we can have him.
Thank you all for your hard work.
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Dakota Sends His Love
(From a letter sent to Lora Smith from Dakota’s Mom, Pat Higgins)
Hi Lora and Daisy, hope all is well with some of
Dakota’s favorite people! He is doing great, we love
him very much and are so happy you do what you do
so well so we had the chance to be his forever
family. He got introduced to our vet today and he
was very impressed with the thoroughness of
Dakota’s “notebook” and information. He’s holding in
at 55 lbs. and everything was great. He’s really smart
and listens quite well. It’s funny, the only time he
really gets verbal and talkative is when daughter
Amanda comes over, then he squeals and howls while
trying to kiss her while his body is wagging
furiously! If there is something he needs, he will
come and patiently sit by me and look at me until I
ask him what he wants. Then he’ll get up and I’ll
follow him to see what he’s trying to tell me, such as
my water dish is dry or I want a treat. So cute. No
one can believe his age and many think he behaves like a puppy; what a special guy.
Thanks again ladies, please feel free to come by for a visit
anytime!
Pam Higgins
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West Coast News
We, on the west coast, have had the most amazing, generous and kindest pilots fly for us
thanks to Pilots N Paws. Pilot Roy flew brothers Cain and Abel, whose owner had to
surrender, to us in Los Angeles from Northern California.

Pilot Ryan flew Handsome Hank all the way from San Diego, California to his forever
home in Bend, Oregon. We are so happy that Hank was able to catch a ride with Pilot
Ryan for such a long transport. Hank was an old pro, having flown to Los Angeles from
Exeter, California. Hank’s forever family reports that Hank is adjusting nicely to life in
Oregon.
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Kip Reports Back
I didn’t have the easiest first few months of life. When NBRAN
rescued me from a backyard breeder, I was given a strong chance
of living a long, healthy, and loving life. NBRAN and my foster
Mom Mindy gave me the best care over several months until I was
ready to be adopted. Because I had an eye injury early in life that
was not tended to by a vet, I had to have one of my eyes
removed, but that hasn’t stopped me from being an energetic and
rambunctious puppy! I also have diabetes Insipidus, but my daily
medication works wonders at treating it.
Over two days in September, I travelled in 21 different vehicles,
covering over 1000 miles to meet my forever family in Calais,
Maine. After going through Border
Security, I became a Canadian and
travelled the final 100 miles to my
new home in Rothesay, New
Brunswick where I now live with
my big sister Kedj. The two of us
have so much fun wrestling,
playing in our big backyard, going
for regular outings with our
adoring parents, and chewing smoked bones and
stuffed animals.
My full name is Precious Kip, but I go by Kip. I provide
regular adventure updates on my Instagram account
@the_precious_kip where I encourage you to follow
along. I recently discovered snow and I am having so much
fun chewing on ice! I will be forever thankful to NBRAN and
my foster Mom. To all other dogs out there in bad
situations, there is hope so don’t give up!
******
Thanks to Kip’s human Dad, Matt Alexander, for sharing with us.
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Adoption Update on Ruger
One morning, I was randomly scrolling through Facebook when I
saw a post about a foster dog named Ruger. Ruger was hit by a car
resulting in a broken paw. We had a Brittany Spaniel and a Boykin
Spaniel and just knew that Ruger would be a great addition to our
family.
Ruger arrived here in late October and has been a complete joy
since! His slight limp from his previous injury is now gone. He spends
his mornings looking out our windows at birds and squirrels. He likes
to nap in the afternoons on our big shag rug. But mostly he loves running free in our
fenced in back yard, where he never has to worry
about getting hit by a car again! He loves to wrestle
with our other dogs and likes belly rubs before bed at
night.
NBRAN was so great to work with, as well as Ruger’s
foster mom, Jenny.
Kim Simpson
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Photo Gallery
A painting of Miss Ella, Cathy Ravano's
brittany that was adopted from NBRAN

Lonnie (from Magnolia Brittany Rescue #81) loves boat
rides and we love him!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Adoption Update
By Susan Gleiner

Here is Nellie! I adopted her in Sept. 2016
when she was 10 years old with assistance
from NBRAN. She is a sweet girl and very
docile. She takes me (literally) for a walk
everyday and loves liver. She is usually very
well behaved, but the second picture shows
otherwise....Very Big Grin!!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Here are a few winter shots of Chance and our
first snowfall...he is loving it and we could not
love him more.
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Photo Gallery
Beau is doing great! He is a perfect fit for me and Zoe. He is an
absolute cuddle bug, and is 100% lap dog when he is not playing. He and Zoe get along great and play quite a bit, and he
loves to chase tennis balls. They sleep cuddled up together
right next to me. He is a fun loving, ball of energy or sitting in a
lap - definitely has the puppy and Brittany two speeds down
pat. Thank you, Nathan
————————————————————————————–——————————————————
I am including a pic of my Motley Crue in the green room, pre-concert to another sold out show. Lisa
prodded me here, and I do whatever she says! Love her. Shadow black, Addison orange, and Lexi liver.
Thank you!
Michael F. Carlson

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
This is my Gaugy girl. We adopted her 1.5 yrs. ago. They told us she was 7yrs old. Shortly
after bringing her home, I noticed her front left paw trembled a bit when she was sitting.
Spoke with the vet, did an exam, all was "ok, we'll watch her". As time has gone by she
began to walk funny, "goose stepping". Did tons of research, to find she has Cerebral
ataxia, late-onset progressive spinocerebellar degeneration.
This neurological disease for which there is no cure &
eventually will result in her passing. She is the sweetest
baby, I wouldn't have done it any other way.
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Adoptions from Mid May through Mid November

AL/Lady

AL/Oliver

AR/Timmy

AR/Annie

AR/Gracie

AR/Stella

Bingley

CO/Hope

CO/Jake

CO/Rocky

CO/Sadie

CO/Wilber

FL/Bessie

FL/Hero

FL/Zip

FL/Zoey

GA/Bella

GA/Dylan (Rufus)

GA/Fireball

GA/Ginger

GA/Harley

GA/Jake

GA/Jasmine

GA/Maggie

GA/Shiloh

GA/Sonny

GA/Stella

IA/Finn

IA/Bella Raye

IL/Charlie

IL/Holly

IL/Kaylee

KS/Rocky

KS/Roxy
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Adoptions from Mid May through Mid November

KS/Scarlett

KY/Layla

LA/Luna

MD/Hobie

MI/Ben

MI/Buddy

MI/Deacon

MI/Finley

MI/Penny

MI/Pete

MI/Rip

MI/Rock

MI/Roe

MI/Steve

MI/Tucker

MI/Watson

MI/Willow

MO/Buddy2

MO/Rosie Lee

MO/Sophie

NC/Big Ben

NC/Copper

NC/Daisy

NC/Riverdale

NC/Ruger

NC/Scout

NC/Shyanne

NJ/Lexi

NJ/Max

NJ/Sunshine

NY/Bailey Ray

NY/Bristol Jay

NY/Buddy Boy

NY/Shelby

OH/Aurora
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Adoptions from Mid May through Mid November

OH/Nicholas

OH/Otis

OH/Romie

OK/Abner

OK/Amber Rose

OK/Brownie

OK/Colby

OK/Freckles P

OK/Hazel

OK/Kimber

OK/Levi

OK/Owen

OK/Parker

OK/Red

OK/Riggs

OK/Rocky

OK/Rusty Ray

ON/Daisy

ON/Gracie

ON/Kai

ON/Tanner

PA/Bonnie

PA/Brandi

PA/Clyde

PA/Cooper

PA/Harvey

PA/Homer

PA/Jack2

PA/Mason

PA/Motley

PA/Rylee

PA/Snoopy

SC/Abby

SC/Forest

SC/Harper
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Adoptions from Mid May through Mid November

SC/Indigo

SC/Iris

SC/Junior

SC/Kingsley

SC/Max

SC/Ozzie

SC/Toby

SC/Rosie

SC/Willis

SD/Dakota

TN/Addy

TN/Amy

TN/Belle

TN/Casey

TN/Maggie

TN/Dolly

TN/Finn

TN/Harlow

TN/Josh

TN/Kailey

TN/Lucy

TN/Maggie

TN/Maggie May

TN/Nash

TN/Remi

TN/Rocky

TN/Ruby

TN/Rusty 3

TN/Shadow

TN/Willow

TX/Brazos

TX/Brittni

TX/Bruno

TX/Bud E Ruckus

TX/Amber Olive
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Adoptions from Mid May through Mid November

TX/Buddy P Boss

TX/Butterfly

TX/Cacie Jo

TX/CoCo Channel

TX/Jacks

TX/Jessie

TX/Joe Joe

TX/Remi

TX/Rocky

TX/Rosie Eleanor

TX/Ryder

TX/Sargent

TX/Skeeter

TX/Zeke

VA/Murphy

VA/Grant

WI/Penny
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Rainbow Bridge
Back in the spring of 2006, Lad and I were visiting fellow
NBRAN volunteer, Erica Behnke, and we were talking about
our favorite subject, Brittanys. She mentioned that she had
briefly fostered a young orange roan Brittany before he went
on to his regular foster, Molly Young.
We were very interested in the roans, as we'd only had
O/W and L/W and thought that the roans were really
beautiful. So we decided to follow up with Molly to see if
we could possibly apply to adopt him. Molly had named
him Trooper.
Unfortunately, Molly told us that Trooper already had an
approved adoption pending. We were disappointed, but we assumed that we'd lost our
chance.
But to our great surprise, Molly contacted us about a month later to see if we were still
interested, as Trooper's adoption hadn't worked out and he was being returned to
Rescue. It seems that he and his new owner "didn't see eye to eye".
We were thrilled and were approved to adopt him. We arranged to meet Molly on July 8,
2006 to pick up our new boy when he was estimated to be about a year old.
And so, the adventure began! We met Molly at a church to pick him up. While I was
finalizing things with her, Lad and Chopper were running laps around the church. Then it
was time to load up and head home. Before we could get him settled for the ride, he was
bouncing around the car and managed to change the radio station and knock the car out of
gear!
We knew that we would be changing his name, as all of our dogs are named after
professional baseball players. On our way to pick him up, we'd been discussing possible
names, one of them being Dennis, for Dennis Eckersley. As we were trying to control him
in the car that first day, it was clear....his name would be Dennis.....not only for the
baseball player but for Dennis the Menace!
Dennis was a typical high energy Brittany, just full of life and love. Unfortunately he did
manage to give his dog sitter a black eye the first time she met him.....they cracked heads
as she was bending down and he was jumping up. Oops! But she didn't hold it against
him :-).
I always called him my "bright eyed, pink nosed boy". We just loved his personality and
spirit.....and then the way he would turn into a lapdog in the evenings and snuggle in bed
with us at night.
As the years went by, Dennis aged gracefully and was a great mentor as we added
Brittanies to our pack. Lad called him the "City Manager". But sadly, at the age of 14, he
developed an enlarged liver and started bleeding internally. We had to say goodbye to him
on September 27, 2019.
We feel so blessed to have had 13 years with our precious boy. We will forever be grateful
that it didn't work out with his first adopter and that we had the beautiful gift of being
Dennis' Mom & Dad.
Deb Strayer
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(The following poem was written about Trooper/Dennis by Molly Young when she was
fostering him:)
"Tonight I will go to bed, the time of day when I can shut the world out and rest my head.
So long awaited to leave everything behind, I do bring with me something that won't hide,
my beloved Brittanys are by my side. While one lies down and falls fast asleep, there still
seems to be another one lingering at my feet.
Little annoying fella he is, giving unwanted licks on my face, one after one after one, too
many to count; he is testing me so much and I am not in the mood for rough and tough. I
am going to bed angry with the blankets over my face and saying "I don't have the patience
to do this any longer". When will I find someone to take him that is stronger?!
That annoying lick would belong to my rescued foster Brittany that has moved into my
home and does not abide by the rules of sleeping on the floor instead of with me in my bed.
Too tired to fight I fall asleep and so does he, right next to me. I awake in the morning with
no annoying licks upon my face but a new attitude of wonderful kisses, as I view it now, on
a fresh hour when I greet the day.
I hope that his adopters understand why, I was not a good foster, and let him sleep right by
my side."
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Meet the Directors
Jessica Stevenson
Jessica Stevenson was born and raised in Columbia,
SC. She attended Clemson University and graduated
in 2000. She worked with Marriot Hotels until 2004
when she accepted a position with Southern Way
Catering. She is now CFO of Southern Way
Hospitality Group. She married Jimmy Stevenson in
2011. Jimmy had grown up with Brittanys and is a
quail hunter, so he wanted to get a Brittany puppy. In 2013, they brought
home a Brittany puppy, named Belle. Jessica was a little leery of having a
hunting dog, but she immediately fell in love with the breed.
Wanting another Brittany as a playmate for Belle, Jessica decided to
research Brittany rescue organizations. She started volunteering in 2015.
She has fostered 13 dogs, transported countless times, has pulled
Brittanies out of shelters, off the streets, and from owner surrenders.
Now, with 4 Brittanys of their own, Jessica considers herself a crazy
Brittany mom. She loves everything about the breed and wants nothing
more than to help save as many as possible! Jessica and Jimmy live on the
lake in SC. They enjoy swimming and boating with their 4 Brittany girls.
The dogs go to work with them every day. They also have a farm where
they can go run and explore almost every day.
Jimmy takes them on hunts during quail season
and Jessica goes along sometimes just to take
pictures of the dogs in action. No, they are not
spoiled at all!
Jessica has never met a Brittany she didn’t adore.
“Some need a lot of work and training, but that’s
the beauty of fostering… to get them to reach their
potential and finding the perfect home for them
makes it all worth it!”
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Volunteer of the Quarter
Joanne Rivard got her first Brittany Maggie about 20 years ago
and has been hooked on the breed ever since. After losing her
dear Maggie at the ripe old age of 16, she knew she wanted to
do more for the breed. She started out by rescuing 2 Brittanys that were
hard to place and gave them a wonderful home. She eventually became a
regular driver on our Canine Railroad and with her convenient location to the
US/Canadian border she has been a great asset to NBRAN for
transporting dogs both ways across the border...sometimes 2 or 3 in a
weekend. Joanne's love of the breed doesn't stop there and she has made
several dog friendly renovations in her home (dog shower, dog doors and
more) and she has also fostered for NBRAN. Thank you Joanne for all you do
for NBRAN. We truly appreciate your commitment to the breed.
———————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Coordinator of the Quarter
Hallie Barbara was selected by the NBRAN Board of
Directors as the Coordinator of the Quarter. Hallie
started volunteering for NBRAN in 2016 as a foster
home where she and her family selflessly helped rehabilitate Britts
that came into their care. They were also very generous by paying for
all the vet bills for their foster dogs. Hallie has helped on many
transports and even put herself in harm's way by agreeing to meet
some persons of questionable character in order to rescue some
poor brittanies from terrible living conditions in the back woods. She
was more than willingly to take on the role of Minnesota coordinator and when her
family moved to Wisconsin, she also willing took over coordination there as well. Hallie
is actively developing her volunteer base and is willing to help when ever needed. On
top of that, she is a caring mom who sees to all the needs of her active family, which
includes an infant, a toddler and their 3 dogs (one which is a failed foster dog). Hallie has
been a blessing to NBRAN and we appreciate her work on our behalf.
Congratulations to Hallie Barbara for being chosen as the Coordinator of the Quarter!
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2019 Annual Fund Raising Appeal
A big thanks to all who contributed during our annual campaign. Your contribution is greatly appreciated!!
Contributions received November 1 through November 26, 2019

Diamond Level Contributor
Contributor

Holt & Mary Guysi

In Memory / In Honor of

Contributor

In Memory / In Honor of

Sarah, Jennie, Georgia, Penny
& Annabelle

Legacy Level Contributor
Contributor

Ann Rose
Carol Barr & Donald Graham
Deborah Macsherry
John & Priscilla Saia

In Memory / In Honor of

Megan & Brewster
Brady
Yvonne Mehlenbacher
Winston & Teddy

Contributor

In Memory / In Honor of

Karl Hambacher
Patricia Wadley
Timothy & Polly Grow

Platinum Level Contributor
Contributor

Albert Beck
Carol Gurski
Caroline Sychterz
Donna Denise
Gina Clayton
Gloria Englehart

In Memory / In Honor of

Contributor

Britt, Age 13
Harry Gurski
Bean

Marc Popkin
Paula Tannahill
Rob & Jean Bowman
Trace & Sylvia Chinworth
Ginger & Brandy
Tresa Lau
My Husband Steve and His
William & Laurel Hughes
Britts Skeeter, Sadie, Mooch & Charitable Fund
Molly

Hallie Barbara

Winifred Mccann

In Memory / In Honor of

Jaxon & Rusty
The FFPs
Betty
Albert Lau

Lexie

Lisa Smith

Gold Level Contributor
Contributor

Adam Shatek
Allan & Rebecca Lindsey
Anke Haug
Anonumous Donation
Anthony Bucciero
Barry & Kathy Bylls
Bonnie Lee Parker
Brenda Butt
Carol Deitch
Catherine Palczewski
Cathy Ravano
Charles & Julie Mehle
Cheryl Hoffman

In Memory / In Honor of

Contributor

Elena Bond
Levi, Tinka, Terrik, Mira, Bailey Emilie Rubin
& Harley
Steffi
Emily Bainter
Pema
Forrest Lewis
Pherbie
Frank Tiralla
Chance & Lady
Fred & Donna Walsifer
Buddy, My adopted Brit
Gary & Deborah Reeves
Ry, Livi, Thelma, Louise, Min- James & Janet Desimone
nie & Rosie
Jean Bengsch
Jeanne Riley
Jeff & Sheree Fleming
Betsy, Louis, Joey, Ester
Jennifer & Peter Bartos
Jo Ann Beauregard
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In Memory / In Honor of

Penelope & Honey
Our "Girlies" - Nevada and Cali

Rose & Daisy
Graham

Jessie & Janie
Debbie

2019 Annual Fund Raising Appeal
A big thanks to all who contributed during our annual campaign. Your contribution is greatly appreciated!!
Contributions received November 1 through November 26, 2019
Christine Keeley
Daniel Jun Lee
Dave & Mary Voeltz
David Hayes
Diane Harrell
Eleanor Streit

Joan & Gary Fogarty
Joan Clement
Sandy, Lady, Daisy, Maggie, & John & Celeste Pritchard
Wesley
The little dog
John & Denise Davis
Jon Haigh
My Husband Edward
Kathryn & Charles Petty

Shelby
Lady & Mouie

Gold Level Contributor (Continued)
Contributor

In Memory / In Honor of

Larry & Catherine West Giosta
Leigh Ann Paich
Lynn Johnston
Mark Blocksdorf
Marnie Gibeley
Mary Lambing
Maryann Chappelear
Chris Behnke & Tressel
Marysue Tileston
Maureen McGuire
michael shelhamer
Mike & Vickie Levi
Nancy Dunn
Nancy Garrett
Archie
Paul Neiderhofer
Hunter

Contributor

In Memory / In Honor of

Rebecca Gehring
Russelline Rice Steinbuhler
Sandi Beinke
Shari Felton
Shari Pierce
Sharon Tarapchak
Sherman & Carole Levey
Susan Spaid
Sylvie De Segur
Teresa Modecki
Veronica Odom
William Canney
Yvonne Mehlenbacher

Chloe
Sadie & Max

Millie
Scooter Pierre

Stella
Josie & Conner

Silver Level Contributor
Contributor

In Memory / In Honor of

Contributor

Alex Smith
Anissa Moore
Anonomous Donor
Anthony Versley
Arnold & Pat Rotellini
Barbara Brandreth
Barton & Sharon Holtz
Becky & Jim Van Arsdale
Betty Phillips
Bob Ann & Kari James
Carmen Walton
Carole Hulslander
Chad Clem
Charles Moore
Christine Hatter
Cindy DeAdder
Dan & Geri Tuertscher
Dave Beecher

Max, Bear, Mara & Jake

Erin Lynn
Eugene Moyer
Frank Rigas
Frederick & Annette Tyszka
Gale Hill
George Garff
Gretchen Liles
Jason Bordelon
Jeanne & Bert Lyles
Jessica Smith
Jim & Peggy Slosnerick
Joann & Walt Jackson
John & Marion Godfrey
John & Mary Serletic
John Apostolides
Joseph Rak
Karen Jones
Kathleen Buchen-Barbara

All good Brittanies!
Molly
Authur English
Millie & Shineshine Millie
Buddy

Ginger
Ivy, owned by Jeff & Ashley
Eickhoff
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In Memory / In Honor of

Buster & Snickers
Julie Jefferies-Dey

Rusty
Finn
Sierra

Buckley
Buffy

Allie Gotchall

2019 Annual Fund Raising Appeal
A big thanks to all who contributed during our annual campaign. Your contribution is greatly appreciated!!
Contributions received November 1 through November 26, 2019
David & Barbara Zembiec

Dottie

KATHRYN MIELE

Debbie & Bob Bayer

Kathy Moe

Pete Moe
Lizzy

Donald Mcwilliams

Peggy & Ginger

Katie Long

Donna Bukovi

Miss Ginger & Ginger 2

Ken & Gina Miloser

Ed Hickey

kuey chen

Edward & Pearl Hunsicker Cody

Larry & Ellen Kramer

Elaine George

Linda Powell

Robbie - my NBRAN Brittany
Senior

Elizabeth Foster
Elizabeth Loll

Beloved Gunner

Erich Hooper

Rosie, Riley, Ivy

Lynn Bank

Twister

Marcia Nichols

Shelby

Maria Gwaltney

Silver Level Contributor (Contined)
Marta Hampel

Ralph Brunza

Mary Smith

Riley

Randy Rieck

Kiko

Maureen Mascoli

Moses, the best boy!

Rob Eggmann

Holly

Michael Franz

Hunter

Robert Aretsky

Michael Morgan

Rosemary Schneider

MLB Henry

Ruth C Johnson

Biddy Rose

Myra & Danny Patrick

Buddy

Sandra Geisenhof

Hardy & Wally

Naomi Neufeld

Buddy, Molly & Ben

Sharon Weckel

Milo, A real Treasure!

Olivia Hudson

All our passed Britts

The Rev. Judith Meier

Bridget
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NBRAN’s SUPPORTERS ARE THE BEST!
When high visibility dogs like Buster with the fractured neck,
Rio with a shattered elbow, & Oliver Bear with dual FHO surgery,
were in need of immediate and expensive specialized care, you generously opened your pocket book to
help them. We can’t thank you enough!
But NBRAN rescues hundreds of dogs each year that require mundane care such examinations, routine
shots, removal of growths, teeth cleaning, spaying or neutering, and grooming. Some dogs need more
expensive but less glamorous care such as blood work or mange or heartworm treatment. Rest
assured, each dog gets the care and love they need to have the best possible life!
2019 was also the year of the bonded pair. Becca and Britta are just
one of many bonded pairs that we took into care this year. They are
10 years old, lived outside all their lives, were not spayed, had no
vaccinations and were heartworm positive. They are now going
through heartworm treatment which is
expensive and painful for the dogs. Like
Becca and Britta, most of the other pairs
were also seniors with health issues
including heart murmurs, bad teeth,
blindness, urinary tract infections and
most needed vaccinations and spay/
neuter surgery. When NBRAN gets a bonded pair, we are COMMITTED to
keeping them together. This often means they are in foster care longer as
they are harder to adopt, but they will remain in a loving foster home
until they find their forever homes.
The adoption fees typically never cover the cost of the services these dogs receive when
they come into our care, especially the seniors. This is where your help is needed! It has been a
YEAR since NBRAN’s last letter. The necessary care of these wonderful dogs is depleting our financial resources. Your
monetary assistance is greatly appreciated!
At NBRAN, volunteers are the backbone of our organization. Your donations are used to help
the dogs, not to pay for executive retreats and self-promotion like some ‘rescues.’ Many of
our vets discount their services. Transportation is donated by our drivers. Foster homes provide food,
toys, treats, and love, but We NEED Your Help!
What can your tax-deductible donation do? Hundreds of britts whose adoption fees are hundreds
of dollars below the actual cost of their care puts NBRAN in the RED by Tens of Thousands of
Dollars! Your generous donation will help insure the resources are available for the needed care
required by these wonderful dogs.
Just detach the bottom of this letter and insert it with your donation in the enclosed
envelope, or better yet, contribute directly online via our website at https://nbran.org/
donate/2019-capital-campaign by clicking the DONATE NOW link.
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- —-- ---YES, Count me in. I would like to help NBRAN help homeless Brittanys find their forever
homes!
Enclosed is $__________ to help care for a Brittany. Mail your tax-deductible donation to: NBRAN, PO
Box 5046, Greensburg, PA 15601-5058. You can also donate online by clicking the DONATION link
at: https://nbran.org/donate/2019-capital-campaign. Do you have a donation matching
campaign at work or want to make a monthly pledge? Contact NBRAN President Susan Spaid
(brittsrgr8@gmail.com) for Details!
Name: _________________________________Address: __________________________________
City: _________________________State: ___ Zip: _______ Phone Number: (____) ____- _____
E-mail ________________________ My gift is in honor of/in memory of ________________________
The first 100 Donations of $250 or more will also receive a 2020 NBRAN calendar. Please donate today!!

Thank you for caring!
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NBRAN Officers

Do you want to share your pictures or story?

Sue Spaid, President, sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie, VP, susanguthrie@comcast.net
William Canney, Treasurer, Qebh1977@att.net
Dave Voeltz, Secretary, dvoeltz@pie.midco.net

NBRAN Board Members
Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie susanguthrie@comcast.net
Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Gaye Bricker beaubritt2@aol.com
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net
William Canney whcanney@yahoo.com
Denise Turgeon brittsnbits@gmail.com
Chris Eddinger ceddinger@verizon.net
Lon Peck lpeck3@reagan.com
Sandra toal sandratoal18@gmail.com
Yvonne Mehlenbacherr yvonnem@geneseo.edu
Lora Smith Hawaii18797@gmail.com
Jessica Stevenson jessica@thesouthernway.com

Contact Dave Voeltz at Dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
and email your story and pictures. We love sharing your story and pictures about the newest
member of your family!

Social Media Team

Kim Perez keperez00@gmail.com
Carol Chimera wolfrunbrittanys@gmail.com

RescuesGroups training or issues
Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net

NBRAN Newsletter

Editor - Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Layout Design - Kelly Killeen kak0402@optoniline.net

Microchips

To Order info@nbran.org

Online Store

Go to www.NBRAN.ORG and see how you can become
more involved in Brittany Rescue. Foster, transport
help, financial assistance, home visits, or vet checks,
there are many ways you can help. Volunteer now and
make a difference!

Sofia Evangelista sofevangelista@gmail.com

Transportation coordinator
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net
Helen Tostevin htostevin@yahoo.ca

Web team Development

Want to get involved? Contact us to let us know if
you would be willing to help with ideas and design.

Ombudsman
If you have a concern of any nature and want to
report it, contact Dave Voeltz at
dvoeltz@pie.midco.net for a confidential means
of doing so.

Intakes

Placements

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

293
428
521
618
590
390
283
328
361
313

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

234
360
407
535
537
472
264
314
371
349

2017

296

2017

227

2018

341

2018

278

Through Nov 30

344

Through Nov 30

290
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